Michigan Wheat Farmers plant between 600,000 and 700,000 acres of wheat each year. Those acres make 40 million bushels of wheat. That much wheat can make over 50 billion cookies!

Fill in the blank letters for each food made with wheat. When you’re done, use the letters to figure out the secret word.

WHEAT FILL-IN

Michigan Wheat Farmers plant between 600,000 and 700,000 acres of wheat each year. Those acres make 40 million bushels of wheat. That much wheat can make over 50 billion cookies!

Fill in the blank letters for each food made with wheat. When you’re done, use the letters to figure out the secret word.

1. _RAP
2. _OTCAKES
3. COOKI_ S
4. BISCUI__
5. BRE_ D

The secret word is

1 2 3 4 5

The secret word is BRECKENS.